
SEASON
The pe�ect package to upgrade your boot pe�ormance with a footbed 
and a snowboard sock at a reduced price. Includes a yearlong service 
package and fit guarantee.

20% o� Socks & Boot Accessories for 365+1 20% o� Snowboard Socks & Boot Accessories at time of purchase

BASIC
A one-and-done package

INCLUDED FOR 365+1** INCLUDED WITHIN 30 DAYS***

365+1** NONE

SERVICE ONLY: Service customers who purchase a full price Footbed or Liner receive: 1/2 price boot-work (at time of service) and 20% o� Socks & Boot Accessories at the time of fitting

$125$150 $75

**365+1 = days from the date of initial purchase. Life Service Guarantee Upgrade Window (season only) = 30 days from date of purchase or 12/1 if season has not started. Boot-work included with Life Guarantee and Season for 365+1.
All boot service such as boot punching & grinding, liner molding, accessory installs & additional materials.

*Respective Fit Guarantee included with the purchase of an evoFit Season or Basic Package

***Boots purchased a�er 4/1 receive included bootwork starting 12/1 of the calendar year for Season & Basic Packages

ANY BOOT
+ CUSTOM FOOTBED
+ SOCKS

ANY BOOT
+ CUSTOM PRO
FOOTBED + SOCKS

ANY BOOT
+ 3 FEET FOOTBED
+ SOCKS

ANY BOOT + 20% OFF SNOWBOARD SOCKS

OUR PHILOSOPHY OUR GUARANTEE
evoFit is designed to provide snowboarders with a 
high-quality boot fit that balances comfort & 
pe�ormance for a wide variety of snowboarder types. 
We stand behind our foot assessment and product 
selection for each individual.

evoFit is dedicated to providing you with the best possible riding experience. We assess each customer 
individually and stand behind our product selection for each rider’s ability level, budget, intended use, foot 
shape, and foot mobility. 
 
Even properly fit boots can cause discomfort during the break-in process, and everyone’s comfort level is 
unique. If we’re unable to make your feet happy within three fit sessions, we’ll happily exchange your boots for a 
new pair, or a gi� card in the amount of your boot or evoFit program purchase.*

Snowboard

PRODUCT PURCHASE REQUIRED

BASE PRICE WITH PURCHASE OF BOOT

SNOWBOARD SOCK (MSRP $25)

SIDAS CUSTOM FOOTBED (MSRP $150)

SIDAS CUSTOM PRO (MSRP $200)

SIDAS 3FEET FOOTBED (MSRP $60)

ADDITIONAL SAVINGS

INCLUDED BOOT-WORK

FIT GUARANTEE

BENEFITS


